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Reiki What Is The Truth About It.
A lot of people have asked about Reiki. The fact is Reiki is infested with Christianity. People are
told to pray to enemy thought forms of angles and are told to tie into the enemy matrix of energy
by praying to Jesus and all this nonsense. They even changed the meaning of "Namaste" from
the "God within me, greets the God within you" and they replaced this word God with word
"Christ" which is pointless if your not a Christian then Jewizz does not live "within" you anyway.
Because you are not possessed by a Jewish thought form called Jesus. None of this Christian
nonsense was in the original Usui system from Japan. I should know I studied this system all
the way for years and became a "Reiki Master" within this system. And trained other people and
initiated people in the different levels of this system and studied its actual history.
Reiki has three main levels. Each level has an attunement to them to open one up to a higher
follow of power for Reiki. The symbols used are from the east.
The first level the attunement is designed to open up the crown and the flow of power along the
spine to the root chakra. This follows the pattern of opening the chakra's properly. This also
reveals something. Spiritual practices have been removed from this system. Its based on
Kundalini energy. The initiation is the Shaktipat one which is used for Kundalini systems in the
east. Pranic healing is a minor siddhi in serpent power yoga. This system original came from
further east from the school's which practiced kundalini yoga.
The other aspect is the teachings are weak and have had all the actual spiritual practices
removed. The key to understand this is when you go through the highest level they teach you a
kundalini technique which is used to do the attunements on people for the three levels. So here
we have a specific technique being used for doing Reiki. Why is this not taught to level one
Reiki students for them to use for Reiki and to use as daily practice to activate the chakra's and
nadi's and work to raise the serpent? That's what this technique is taught in Kundalini Yoga for
doing. Because its been altered they put the main techinque at the thrid level where originally a
person had to pay up to ten thousand dollars for this level. This technique is still taught in Kriya
Yoga. However they were also making people pay big money for it as well.
The technique is called "The Dragon Breath" its also called the Cobra breath. You make the
banda's then you breath the prana up your spine to the crown all the while keeping your tonque
on the roof of your mouth this is the proper Kechari mundra you hold this for awhile. Then on the
relase you make the hissing Kriya which the energy is directed into your pineal gland. Or into
the attunements. That is the Templar kiss as well.
Reiki officially comes from Japan. The God of Reiki in Japan is not Buddha. Its Sonten the Lord
of mount Kurama who wields a firey trident and is the lord of the sacred mountian. This Sonten
is the Japanese spelling of the Sanskrit Satan. Dr. Usui the Japanese founder of the Reiki
system that was brought to America had his revelation after climbing to the top of Mount
Kurama which is ruled by the God Sonten.....Sonten Kurama....Sanat Kumara. Sanat means
Eternal in Sanskrit however this Eternal is properly Satan in Sanskrit. Kumara means Lord.
Satan Kumara is the Eternal Lord. Sanat also carries the trident. True Reiki is Satan's gift to

humanity and is based on the serpent power.
Note in Sanskrit "Namaste" means God within and thus God. Originally this is spelled Namasta.
However in full Sanskrit this is Namasata. Which is the same as Satanama. Praying homage
"Nama" to the highest God "Sata" who names means Truth.
Satanama is the five elements of creation that form you and the universe.
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Also when I mention Kriya's this is the name for the internal exercises that activate kundalini
energy. The methods that is all. Some of you guys keep going to Pink lotus every time I mention
this proper term. You don't understand this Kriya is power meditation.

